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ANALYTIC SHEAVES OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY

BY

YUM-TONG SIU

In this paper we are interested in the following problem: Suppose Fis an analytic

subvariety of a (not necessarily reduced) complex analytic space X, IF is a coherent

analytic sheaf on X— V, and 6: X— V-> X is the inclusion map. When is 6JÍJF)

coherent (where 6q(F) is the qth direct image of 3F under 0)?

The case ¿7 = 0 is very closely related to the problem of extending rF to a coherent

analytic sheaf on X. This problem of extension has already been dealt with in

Frisch-Guenot [1], Serre [9], Siu [11]—[14], Thimm [17], and Trautmann [18]-[20].

So, in our investigation we assume that !F admits a coherent analytic extension on

all of X.

In réponse to a question of Serre {9, p. 366], Tratumann has obtained the

following in [21]:

Theorem T. Suppose V is an analytic subvariety of a complex analytic space X,

q is a nonnegative integer, andrF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let 6: X— V-*- X

be the inclusion map. Then a sufficient condition for 80(^\X— V),..., dq(^\X— V)

to be coherent is: for xeV there exists an open neighborhood V of x in X such that

codh(3F\U-V)^dimx V+q+2.

Trautmann's sufficiency condition is in general not necessary, as is shown by the

following example. Let X=C3, F={z1=z2=0}, ^=0, and J^the analytic ideal-

sheaf of {z2=z3=0}. d^LF\X- V)=3F is coherent on X. However, codh &=2 at

(a, 0, 0) for all a. Hence there exists no neighborhood If of (0, 0, 0) such that

codh(^\U-V)^3.

In this paper we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the coherence of

60(^\X- V),..., d<l(&'\X- V). This necessary and sufficient condition is then

applied to give an affirmative answer to a question raised by Serre [9, pp. 373-374].

To state the main results, we introduce the following notations: If ¿F is a co-

herent analytic sheaf on a complex analytic space X, then SkLF) denotes the

analytic subvariety {x e X \ codh F"x^k}, [6, Satz 5, p. 81]. If /) is an open subset

of X, then SkLF\D) denotes the topological closure of Sk(&\D) in X. If V is an

analytic subvariety of X, then ¿Cyi^) denotes the sheaf defined by the presheaf

U m- Hk(U, SP), where, Hk(U,.F) is the ^-dimensional cohomology group of U

with coefficients in & and supports in V. If X, IF, and V are complex algebraic

instead of analytic, we use the same notations and !Fh denotes the coherent

analytic sheaf canonically associated with !F.
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The main results are the following two theorems :

Theorem A. Suppose V is an analytic subvariety of a complex analytic space

iX, 3ft?), q is a nonnegative integer, and & is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let

6: X— V^¡* X be the inclusion map. Then the following three statements are equiv-

alent :

(i) 60i^\X- V),..., Q¿SF\X- V) ior equivalents ¿?v°i.F),. ..,3f^\3F)) are

coherent on X.

(fix) For every xeV, eoi^\X- V)x,..., 6qLF\X- V)x ior equivalently ^(^)x,

...,Jttf + 1LF)X) are finitely generated over ¿^x.

(iii) dim VnSk+q + ii3sr\X- V)<kfor every k = 0.

Theorem B. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of a complex algebraic space X,

q is a nonnegative integer, and ¡F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on X. Then Sftfyi^F),

..., •?£y3 + 1(ár) are coherent algebraic sheaves on X if and only if 3ftfv(^h), ■ ■ -,

Jft^ + 1i^h) are coherent analytic sheaves on X. If so, the canonical homomorphisms

¿fvk LFf -> ¿e$ i&h) are isomorphisms for O^k^q+l.

These results are announced without proofs in [15].

Complex analytic spaces, in this paper, are in the sense of Grauert (i.e., not

necessarily reduced). A holomorphic function / on a complex analytic space

(A", ¿ft*) means an element of T(A", Jf). We say that/vanishes at a point x of X if

fix is not a unit in 3dtx.

If n is a nonnegative integer and !F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex

analytic space X, then 0M^ denotes the subsheaf of 3ft~ defined as follows : for

x e X, iOM?)x={s e 3ft~x | for some open neighborhood U of x in X, s is induced

by some t e r(£, F) satisfying dim Supp f¿n}. 0[n\p is coherent and dim Supp Olnl&

á« (see [10] and [16]). If V is an analytic subvariety of X and & is a coherent

analytic subsheaf of IF, then ^\V\^ denotes the subsheaf of IF defined as follows:

C&[V]?)x = {s e^x I for some open neighborhood U of x in A", s is induced by

some t e r(£, &) such that ty e <&y for yeU- V}. &[¥]&■ is coherent and

Supp i&[V]r/&)<= v (see [10] and [16]).

If 'S is an analytic subsheaf of an analytic sheaf 5ona complex analytic space

(A", Jftf) and J is an analytic ideal sheaf on X, then ifg-.J)? denotes the largest

analytic subsheaf Sf of & such that /^c <$.

The same notations are also used for the complex algebraic case. When a space

has both analytic and algebraic structures, the symbols 0 and Jf denote respec-

tively the algebraic and analytic structure-sheaves.

All rings are commutative and have identity. Subrings share the same identity

elements as the rings they are imbedded in. All modules are unitary. If £ is a ring

and A/c M are £-modules and / is an ideal in £, then (TV: I)M is the largest £-

submodule S of M such that IS^N. If /=£/Tor some fie R, then iN:I)M is also

denoted by (# :/)M.
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Lemma 1. Suppose G is an open subset of C and V, Y, Z are analytic subvarieties

of G. Let a: G— Y^G be the inclusion map. Suppose !F and S are coherent

analytic sheaves on G such that O[Y\^ = O[Y\g = 0. Suppose <p: !F —>- 'S is a sheafi-

homomorphism on G such that <p is an isomorphism onG — (Vu Z). Suppose p, q are

nonnegative integers, f is a holomorphic function on G vanishing identically on V,

and Q is a relatively compact open subset of G such that f 'ok(S) = 0 on Q—Z for

l^kúq andfpoG(y)^y on Q-Z. Then there exists p'^0 such that fp'ok(&) = 0

on Q-Z for l^k^q andfp'o0LF)^^ on Q-Z.

Before we prove Lemma 1, we have to clarify one point in its statement. There

are canonical maps £: &'-> a0(^) and r¡: 'S -> o0CS). It is obvious that Ker £

= 0[Y]r and YLer■q = 0[Y]9. Since O[Y]^ = O[Y]<s=0, we can identify J5" and

'S as subsheaves of a0(^) and o0(S) through f and t¡ respectively. fp<j0('S)^'S

means that, as subsheaves of o0('S), fpaü(fS) is contained in (S.fip'o0(ßr)^^;' has a

similar meaning. Similar situations arise frequently in this paper and they should

be interpreted similarly.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let JT = Ker <p, Si = Im <p, and S£ = Coker «p. Supp Jf <= V u Z

and Supple V u Z. Let J = 0[V]x and f = 0[V]&. Supple y and Supp /<= V.

Since Q is relatively compact in G and / vanishes identically on V, there exists

r = 0 such thatfrJ=frf=0 on Q. Since J=3T on G-Z and / = & on G-Z,

ptf=f'<£=0on Q-Z.

Since O^Si^'S^ä'^O is exact, ok_1(&)^ok(ûl)^>-ok('S) is exact for

l£kiq. Since p<£=0 on Q-Z, fak_x(Se)=0 on Q-Z. Since fipak(^)=0 on

ß-Zfor 1 úkúq, fi" + 'ak(Si)=0 on ß-Zfor l=kèq.

Since fr3?=0 on ß—Z and fpo0('S)<^'S on ß—Z, from the exact sequence

O^Si-^'S^SC-we conclude readily that/p + r<r0(^)c^ on Q-Z.

Since 0 ^> Jf-> &->&-+0 is exact, ate(Jf) -*■ak(W)-> trk(^) is exact for

lgfc^. Since frAf = 0 on ß-Z,/rCTkpr) = 0 on ß-Z. Since f + rok(Si) = 0 on

ß-Z for 1 Sk^q,fp + 2rcjkCF) = 0 on ß-Z for 1 Zk£q.

Since fro0(Jf) = 0 on ß—Zand/p + ra0(^)c^ on ß—Z, from the exact sequence

jf^J^^^^-Owe conclude readily that/p + 2r(70(J^)c jr on ß-Z.

Hence p' =p + 2r satisfies the requirement.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Suppose G is an open subset ofiCn and Y, V, Z are analytic subvarieties

of G such that dim (7-Z) = r = n-2 and Y<=-V.Let <j;G-Y ^ G be the inclusion

map. Suppose ,F is a coherent analytic sheaf on G such that O[Y]& = 0 and !F is

locally free on G—(Vu Z). Iff is a holomorphic function on G vanishing identically

on V and Q is a relatively compact open subset of G, then there exists s ä 0 such that

fsak(^)=0 on Q-Z for l£k£n-r-2 and f'crQ(^)cz & on Q-Z.

Proof. By replacing Y by (Y—Z)~, we can assume w.l.o.g. that dim Y=r.

Let &* = Hom^r (Horn,*- (&, Ai0), Jf), where £?=the analytic structure-sheaf of

Cn. Since ß is relatively compact in G, the problem is local in nature. We can
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assume w.l.o.g. that we have the following exact sequence on G:

¿pPn-r-y _> jr»»-,-a->-> ¿r*i -> ¿fo ->. Homjr i&, 3f) -* 0.

By applying the functor Homjr i-,2tf), we obtain

•Po ^l
o->&*->jftfpo—-Ujfi—^—>....

y"-f-3, Jf*,-,-,   y"-f-3> XH-r-l.

Since J27 is locally free on G-(FuZ), Hom^ OF, ^f) is locally free on G-

(KuZ). (1) is therefore exact on G-(£u Z).

Let ^v = Ker!pv and JS?v = Im <pv-x. Since ran-2, o0i$f)=3ft?. Hence, for

i/^O, <70(^v) = ^v[y]jrpv and or0(^v + 1)=^?v + 1[y]^Pv+i. Since <pv is defined by a

matrix of holomorphic functions, <S\Y\yev^ = (Sv. Therefore

(2) <r0(^v) = á?v   for v ^ 0.

Since Supp (=Sfv + 1[y]jrp» + i/Ä'v + i)c T, there exists a nonnegative integer ot„ such

that

(3) /a^o(^v + i)c^v + i   onß.

For OSvSn — r—2 consider:

for some nonnegative sv, fs*0ki@v) = 0
(4)v

on Q—Z for l^kSn — r — 2 — v.

We are going to prove (4)v by descending induction on v. (4)„_r_2 is a vacuous

statement and hence is true.

For the general case, suppose 0^v<n — r — 2 and (4)v + 1 is true. Since (1) is

exact on G - ( V u Z), f£y + y agrees with ^ï + 1onG-(KuZ).By (2) and Lemma 1,

there exists a nonnegative integer tv such that fl*oki£Pv + y) = 0 on Q—Z for

lúkún-r-2-iv+l).

0^&v->¿fpv^£ev + y^0 is exact. For 1 <k^n-r-2-v, ok_xi&y + y)

-*■ CTk(^v) -*- °k(#ev) = 0 is exact (Korollar zu Satz 3, p. 351, [5]). Hence fi^i&y) = 0

on g-Zfor 1 <k^n-r-2-v.o0i¿rp*)^o0i¿ev + y)^ayi&v)^oyi¿tpv)=0isexact

(Korollar zu Satz 3, p. 351, [5]). Since a0ijr>>)=jr\ Im (<r0(**')-* »oG^» +1))

=i?v + 1. By (3), f^oyi^v) = 0 on g. Hence (4)v is satisfied with iv^max(av, rv).

The induction process is complete.

Since (1) is exact on G-(KuZ), F* agrees with S?0 on G-(KuZ). By (2),

(4)o, and Lemma 1, for some nonnegative integer s',/''ffo(^*)c^* on g-Z and

fs'aki^*) = 0 on g-Z for l^fcá«-r-2.

Since J*" is locally free on G-(F u Z), the natural map !F -*■ J*"* is isomorphic

on G-(FuZ). By Lemma 1, there exists a nonnegative integer j such that

/V0(F)c: jr on g-Z and/safc(-F) = 0 on g-Z for l=k^n-r-2.   Q.E.D.
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Proposition 1. Suppose G is an open subset of Cn and Y, V, Z are analytic sub-

varieties of G such that Tc V. Let o: G— Y->G be the inclusion map. Suppose I

is a nonnegative integer andP is a coherent analytic sheaf on G such that O[Y]^ = 0

and codhF-dimiY—Z) + l+2 on G—(VkjZ). If f is a holomorphic function

on G vanishing identically on V and g is a relatively compact open subset of G, then

there exists a nonnegative integer s such thatfisokiF) = 0 on Q—Z for I -k = l and

fi*atii&)cz& on Q-Z.

Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that J^O. Let r=dim (F-Z). Then l^n-r-2.

We are going to prove the proposition by descending induction on /.

When l=n — r—2, F is locally free on G — (Ku Z) and the proposition follows

from Lemma 2.

For the general case, suppose l<n — r—2. Since g is relatively compact, the

problem is local in nature. We can assume w.l.o.g. that we have an exact sequence

0 -> <$ -» 2€p -» & -> 0 on G, where 3€ is the analytic structure-sheaf of C".

codh 9Zr+l+3=r+il+l)+2 on G-(KuZ).

By induction hypothesis, for some 'nonnegative integer s, fsaki^S) = 0 on g-Z

for l=k^l+l and /sa0(^)c 9 on g-Z. For l=k^l, 0 = <rfc(Jf") -► oki&)

-+°k + i(&) is exact. Hence fsokCF) = 0 on g-Z for l^k^l. .3f " = a0(J¡fp)->

#) -> oxi<&) is exact./VoO^cF on g-Z.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. Suppose V is an analytic subvariety of a complex analytic space

X and !F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that O[V]& = 0. Let 6: X— V-> X

be the inclusion map. Suppose q is a nonnegative integer and f is a holomorphic

function on X such that fB^LF^F and fdkiF) = 0 for l^k^q. Then

f + WiX- V, &)<=-\m iH\X, F) -> H\X- V, F)).

Proof. Since f6QÇF)<^F, the case a=0 is trivial. Hence we assume w.l.o.g.

thata^l.

Let

0-ygf-^j-^^Âi'j-^...

be a flabby sheaf resolution on F on X. Applying the functor ö0(), we obtain

<Po <Pi «pi
0 —> F* —> ¡ff —^ Sfx* -L%. <f2* -£=> .••.

This new sequence is in general not exact. Let J^ = Ker<p* for v = 0 and 3?v =

Im <p*_x for v^l. Then F*xKer y* and ®VLF)xX/3ftv for »-à 1.

Let ^v = Ker<pv. The natural sheaf-homomorphism yv^5^* induces natural

sheaf-homomorphisms ^v -> Jfv (v^O) and S?, -> 3iv (v^ 1).

The following commutative diagram with exact rows

0 —-> <3, —> Sfv —> 0V + 1 —► 0

X, —> Sri*
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gives rise to the following commutative diagram with exact rows

H<-*-i(X, SfA —► H"-"-\X, <SV + 1)-—>Hq~\X, <3A—». Hq~\X, SPA

H*-*-\X,St*) —>H"-V-\X, Siv+1) —> H"-"(X, JQ ■—>H"~V(X, S**).

Since y„ and St* are both flabby, Hq-"-\X, S^) = Hq-v(X, SPA = Hq-v-\X, Sf*)

= Hq'\X, Sp*) = 0for0 = v<q-l. Hence

Hq-v-1(X, STV+1) « Hq-\X, <SV)

(5)

Hq-"-\X, Siv + 1) X Hq~\X, JQ

is a commutative diagram for 0^v<q-1.

We are going to prove (6)v for 0^v^q-1 by induction on v.

(6), p+iH"-\X, JQ c Im (Hq~"(X, 'S A -* Hq~\X, AÍTA).

The exact sequence 0 -*■ J5" -> ÍF* -> ¡F*^ -> 0 gives rise to the exact sequence

//«(JT, J^) -»■ //«(A-, .F*) -»• //"(A-, .F*/.F). Since/(J^*/Jf) = 0,/rFa(A', &*¡&) = 0.

fHq(X,^*)^\m(Hq(X,^)^Hq(X,^*)).   (6)0   follows   from   â?0£.F   and

For the general case, assume 0<vfíq— 1 and that (6)v_x is true. By (5) and

(6)v-»,

(7) pHq-\X, Si A c Im (//«""(A', Sf„) -»• H*-y(X, Si A).

The followimg commutative diagram with exact rows

0 —> Siv —> Jfv —> 6V(F) —> 0

gives rise to the following commutative diagram with exact rows

Hq-"(X,<SA   =   Hq-\X,<SA

(8)

Hq-\X, SiA —> Hq-"(X, JQ —> Hq~v(X, 0V(J*")).

Since/Öv(J^)=0,///3-v(A', 6V(^))=0. Hence (6)v follows from (7) and (8). The

induction process is completed.

The exact sequence 0 -»• Siq -> JfQ -* Qq(áF) -* 0 yields the exact sequence

0 -»■ T(X, Si„) -* r(A-, ¿Q -* r(A, 0Q(.F)). We identify r(A", «,) as a subset of

T(A-, JQ. Since/ö(I(^)=0,/r(A', dq(!F)) = 0.

(9) fT(X, JQ c T(Z, «,).
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0 Xq-y > ¡rq_ y 0

yields the following commutative diagram with exact rows

?iX, yg.y) —► YiX, 9q) —+ HHX, 9t-y) —► HHX, 2>q-y) = 0

TiX, &*_!) —> YiX, 0tq) —> H\X, Xq.y) —* HHX, yq*_y) - 0.

Since Im (r(A, ^_j) -> r(Jf, ST,)) = Im iT{X, £?q-y)^ TiX, SQ) and

Im (IX*, ̂ *_,) -* Fix, 3ftq)) = Im (r(A-, ̂ q*_y) -> IX*, ̂ *)),

the following diagram is commutative :

TiX, ̂ )/Im(r(A-, Seq_x) —* YiX, SQ) x HyiX, 9q_y)

(10) TiX, 3ftq)/\m iTiX, yq*y) —> TiX, $>*)) X HHX JTq-i)

TiX, JQ/lm (TiX, yq*y) —► TiX, S?)).

On the other hand, we have

HHX, F) x TiX, 99)/Im MX, ^-,) ^ TiX, SQ);

HHX- V, F) x TiX, JQ/Im i\\X, SP+.¿ -> T(Z, SP*)),

because

HHX, F) x Ker (TiX, SPq) -* IX*, ̂  + 1))/Im (IT*, SPq.x)^ TiX, SQ)

= Tix, sg/im ít(x, yq-y)-+ Tix, yq))
and

HHX- V, F)

x Ker iTiX- V, .Fq) -> TiX- V, ̂  + 1))/Im (T(X- V, ̂ ,.1)-* IX*- K, *",))

= Ker iTiX, SP*) -> P(*, ^,* 0)/Im (IX*, •*£. J -> TiX, ST*))

= TiX, JQ/lm (TiX, yq*_y) -». r(A", ̂ *)).

The proposition follows from (6)Q_!, (9), (10), and (11).   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3. Suppose q is a nonnegative integer, G is an open subset of C",

and Q is a relatively compact open subset ofiG. Suppose V,Zare analytic subvarieties

of G and fis a holomorphic function on G vanishing identically on V. Let 6: G— V-+ G
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be the inclusion map. Suppose rF is a coherent analytic sheaf on G such that

(i) O[V\y = 0 and (ii) dim Ak n V <k for k^O, where Ak = Sk + q + 1(^\G-V)-Z.

Then there exists a nonnegative integer s such thatfs6k(&r) = 0 on Q — Zfior l=k^q

andfisd0ÇF)c^ on Q-Z.

Proof. Let r be the largest integer such that codh !F>r+q+l on G — (FuZ).

We prove by descending induction on r. When r = n—q—l, ¡F = 0 on G — (VV)Z)

and the proposition is trivial.

For the general case, assume r<n-q-l. Let W=A^+1 uZ. Then codh^">

r+l+q+l on G—(V\J W). By induction hypothesis, there exists a natural num-

ber $x such that/si0k(.F) = O on Q- W for 1 ̂ k^q and/siö0(J^)c& on Q-W.

Let Y= Vn W. Since 60(&) = & on G- V and ekLF) = 0 on G- F for k±\,

/si0k(¿F) = O on ß- F for 1 úkúq and/siö0(J^)cjr 0n ß- F. Let ía=Ji(?+l).

By Proposition 2, for O^&á? and for any open subset Uof Q,f'*Hk(U- V, &)<=■

lm(Hk(U-Y,#r)-^Hk(U-V,ßr)). Let a:G-Y-^G he the inclusion map.

Then

(12) fs*dki&) c Im (ok(rF) -> ek(&))   for 0 = k = q.

Since dim(F-Z) ^ r and codh Jr^^-l-r-l-2 on G-(FuZ), by Proposition

1, there exists a nonnegative integer s3 such that

/Wjn cjr    on ß-Z;
(13)

/s3<7k(.F) = 0   on ß-Z for 1 ^ fc á ?.

Let í=j2 +Í3. The proposition follows from (12) and (13).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Suppose F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex analytic space

(X, Af). Let Ak be the k-dimensional component o/Supp Olk]&-. IfxeX and fis an

element ofi ̂ Cx not vanishing identically on any nonempty branch-germ of Ak at xfior

any k^O, then fi is not a zero-divisor for ¡Fx.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then we can find an open neighborhood If of

x in X, geY(U,3f), and h e T(U, J5") such that gx=fi hx^0, and gh = 0. Let

Z=Suppn and k = dimxZ. Then k^O. By shrinking U, we can assume that

dimZ=A:. n e T(U, Om&). Zc Supp Orkl?-. Since dim Supp Olkl&- Ú k, any k-

dimensional branch-germ of Z at x is a £-dimensional branch-germ of Supp Oikl&.

gx vanishes identically on a nonempty branch-germ of Ak at x, because gh=0.

Contradiction.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Suppose IF is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex analytic space

(X, J^). Then, for any k = 0, the k-dimensional component o/Supp Om? equals the

k-dimensional component of SkLF).

Proof. Let Ak be the Ä:-dimensional component of Supp Om$r. Let Bk be the

Ä>dimensional component of SkLF).
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Fix k = 0. By Satz I, p. 359 of [5], OlkyF = 0 on X-SkiF). Hence Ak^Bk. To

prove Bk<=-Ak, assume the contrary. Then Bk<£[Jk=0 A¡. Take xe Bk — {Jk=0 A¡.

Choose an open neighborhood U of x in *-Uf=o 4i and/e r(£, Jft?) such that

(i)/vanishes identically on Bk n U and (ii) for every l>k and every y e U,fiy does

not vanish identically on any nonempty branch-germ of Ax at y. This is possible,

because dim A^dim Bk for l>k. By Lemma 3, /„ is not a zero-divisor for 3Fy

for je £. We have codh Fx^l. This is a contradiction if &=0. If /c>0, then

dim Sfc-ii^/^l^^ik-l [6, Satz 5, p. 81]). There exists

zeBkn U-Sk.yiiF/fiF)\U).

codh iF/fiF):>k-l. codh F^>k, contradicting z e Bk.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. If Y is a nowhere dense in— l)-dimensional analytic subvariety of an

n-dimensional complex analytic space X, then there exists a point x of Y and an open

neighborhood U of x in X such that U— Y is Stein.

Proof. Clearly we can assume that * is reduced. Let *' be the union of all

branches of * which have dimension <n and let Y' be the union of all branches

of Y which have dimension<n-l. By replacing * by X—X'—Y' and Y by

Y— *'— Y', we can assume that both * and Y are of pure dimension. Let S be

the set of all singular points of *.

Case 1. Td: S. Let T be the set of all singular points of Y. By replacing * by

*— S—£and F by Y—S—T, we can assume that both *and Tare regular. Take

xe Y. There exists a Stein open neighborhood U of x in * such that U n Y is

the zero-set of a single holomorphic function on U. U— Y is Stein.

Case 2. Y<=S. Take an (n — l)-dimensional branch Y0 of Y. Since dim S

^ n — 1, T0 is a branch of S. Let Yy be the union of all branches of Y other than

Y0 and let Sx be the union of all branches of S other than Y0. By replacing * by

*- Yx-Sx and Y by Y- Yx-Sx, we can assume that Y=S. Let w: X^ X be

the normalization of *. Let Y=tt~HY). Let f be the set of all singular points of

Y and let § be the set of all singular points of A*, dim fan- 2 and dim 5 an —2.

Take x e Y— tt(£u S). Let 7r"1(x) = {x1,..., xk}. For l^i^k, there exists a Stein

open neighborhood t/( of x¡ in * such that (i) Y n C/¡ is the zero-set of a single

holomorphic function on Ut and (ii) (/, n [/,= 0 for iVy". Choose a Stein open

neighborhood U of x in *such that ir"1(l/)<= Uf-i t/f. ir_1(t/)- ? is Stein. Since

U- Y is biholomorphic to -tt~\U)- Y, U- Y is Stein.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Suppose Y is a nowhere dense in— l)-dimensional analytic subvariety

of an n-dimensional complex analytic space (*, X). Let a: X— Y'-> * be the

inclusion map. Suppose IF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that Supp IF=X.

Then for some Xe Y, cr0iF)x is not finitely generated over Jfx.

Proof. By Lemma 5, we can choose a point x of Y and an open neighborhood

U of x in * such that U— Y is Stein. We are going to prove that croO^")*. is not

finitely generated over J?x. Suppose the contrary.
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Choose a sequence {xk}k = 1 in U— Y whose limit is x. As a set, {xk}k = 1 is an

analytic subvariety of U— Y. Let J be its analytic ideal-sheaf on U— Y.

T(U- Y, F\J3F) z fi (PIJP)—
k=\

Since &Xk+<Z, by Krull-Azumaya Lemma [4, (4.1)], (3F\J&)XtcïO. Choose

sk e F(U- Y, PIJP) such that (sk)xi = 0 for l>k and (jk)Ä|[#0.

Since U- Y is Stein, the quotient map <p: T(U- Y, &) -»■ T(U- Y, &¡J&) is

surjective. For some ukeT(JJ—Y,iF), <p(uk)=sk. uk induces an element vk in

°0iF)x.

Let Mk be the ^..-submodule of ct0(-^)x generated by vlt.. .,ofc. Since a0(^")x

is finitely generated over the Noetherian ring J^, Mk = Mk + ! for some k ^ 1. Hence,

for some neighborhood D of x in [/, there exist fix,.. .,fke T(D, 34?) such that

uk + 1 = lf=ifiui on D-Y. sk + 1 = IÏ=ifiSi on D-Y. (sk+1)Xk+1=0. Contradiction.

Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem A. It is obvious that (i) => (ii). To prove (ii) => (iii) and

(iii) => (ii),wecan assume w.l.o.g. that A"is a Stein open subset of Cn and O[V]&=0.

First we prove the following:

(14) for k ^ 0, V n Supp OlkV? is nowhere dense in Supp Oik^.

Suppose the contrary. Then, for some k^O, we can find an open subset U of X

such that Ur\ V=>Un Supp Omp^ 0. On U, Olk]^cO[V]^=0, contradicting

F/nSupp0[k]Jr/0.

(a) (ii) => (iii). We prove by induction on q. For the case # = 0, suppose dim V

n Sk + 1(^\X- V)^k for some k^O. Let A denote the (fc-f-l)-dimensional com-

ponent of Sk+1(&r\ X- V) and F denote the union of all branches of Sk+1(^\ X- V)

which have dimension^/:. Since Sk + 1(^\X— V) = A u B and dim Kn B~ <k, we

have Ayt 0 and dim VC\ A" =k.

Let Z=Supp 0[k + xisr and Y= V n Z. By Lemma 4, A = the (k + l)-dimensional

component ofZ—V. Hence dim Y^k. Since dimZ^A:+l and by (14) Fis no-

where dense in Z, we have dim Y=k and dim Z=k+1.

Let J = (0: Olk + xv?)jc- Then (Z, 3zfjJ) is a complex analytic space of dimension

k +1 and Olk + ,.»#- can be considered naturally as a coherent analytic sheaf on

(Z, JtlJ).
Let <r: Z— 7-^ Z be the inclusion map. By Lemma 6 there exists x e F such that

°o(Olk + xv?)x »s not finitely generated over (3f\J)x. Since a0(O:k + xv?)x = 6oiO[k + xv?)x

c 60(^)x, 60(F)X is not finitely generated over ^.. Contradiction. The case #=0

is proved.

For the general case, assume q>0. Suppose (iii) does not hold. Let A: be a non-

negative integer such that dim VC\ Sk + q+x(rF\X— V) = k. By induction hypothesis,

dimVr\Sl+q + 1(^r\X-V)^l for every 1^0. Hence there exists xeVr\

Sk+q+x(^\X- V) such that x £ Sk+q(&\X- V).

Choose a Stein open neighborhood D of x in X and an irreducible (k+l)-
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dimensional analytic subvariety W of Sk + qJrlLF\X— V) n D such that (i) D n

Sk+q(F\X-V)= 0 and (ii) dim Vn W=k. Choose a holomorphic function/

on D such that (i)/vanishes identically on IT and (ii)/does not vanish identically

on any (/+a+l)-dimensional branch of 5i+Q + 1(^"|*- V) n D for l=k. Since

q=l, the existence of such an/follows from dimension arguments.

By Lemmas 3 and 4, fi is not a zero-divisor for Fy for y e D—V. On D, let

y.F^lF be the sheaf-homomorphism defined by multiplication by/ Then

Kerbel/n D. Since O[V]^ = 0, Ker.p=0.

The exact sequence 0 -> J5" -^> ̂ " -> F/fiF -> 0 on £ yields the exact sequence

0,OF) -► GxiF/fiSP) -> et + xiF) on £ for /£0. Hence 60iF/fF)y,..., 6q_xiF/fiF)y
are finitely generated over ^ for y e V n £.

By induction hypothesis, dim Vn Sl+QHF/fiF)\D- V)<1 for every /â0. Since

/is identically zero on W and W-V <=■ Sk + q + xiF\D- V),

W-V^Sk + QiiF\fiF)\D-V)
and

dim Kn5fc+g((#y/r)|Z)-K) § dim VniW-V)~ = dim V n IV = k.

Contradiction. The general case is proved.

(b) (iii) => (i). We prove by induction on a. Choose a holomorphic function/on

* such that (i)/ vanishes identically on Fand (ii)/does not vanish identically on

any branch of Supp OlkX& for any k^O. The choice of such an/is possible because

of (14).

Fix arbitrarily xeV. Choose a relatively compact open neighborhood g of x

in *.

By Proposition 3, there exists a nonnegative integer s such that f*6kiF) = 0 on

g for 1 ákÚq and fise0iF)<= F on g. Let <p: F-> F and <p: 60iF) -> QÜLF) be

defined by multiplication by/s. By Lemma 3, 9 and <p are injective.

Since/^oO^cjT on Q,fi0oiF))^F. On g, fi60iF)) = <piF)[V]r is coherent.

Since <p is injective, öoO^O is coherent on g. Since x is arbitrary, the case q = 0 is

proved.

For the general case, assume a>0. 5'fc+Q((J¡r//Jsr)|*- V)<^Sk + q+xLF\X- V).

Hence dim Kn Sk+qiiF/fF)\X- V)<k for every /c^O. By induction hypothesis,

6kiF) and BkiF/fF) are coherent on * for O^k^q-1.

The exact sequence 0 -*■ ̂ A- ^ -> F/fiF -*■ 0 yields the exact sequence

<Vi(^) -* <Vi(^7/^) -y <?,(#■) J^ eQ(^). Since/sö9(^) = 0 on g, ^ = 0 on g.

On g, ö<,(ir) = Coker(ög_1(J^)^ 0q-x(F/fF)) is coherent. Since x is arbitrary,

the induction process is complete.   Q.E.D.

The complex algebraic analog of Theorem A is the following:

Theorem A'. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of a complex algebraic space

(*, 6), q is a nonnegative integer, and F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on X. Let

0: X— V-+X be the inclusion map. Then the following three statements are

equivalent :
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(i) 60(F~\ X- V),..., BqLF\X- V) (or equivalently 3f^(F),.... jrvq + 1(^)) are

coherent on X.

(ii) For every xeV, 80(.F\X- V)x,..., ôq(F\X- V)x (or equivalently jev°(F)x,

..., Aity + XLF)X) are finitely generated over (9X.

(iii) dim V n Sk + q + 1(F\X-V)<k for every k^O.

The proof of Theorem A' is trivially analogous to the proof of Theorem A.

There is no need to repeat the argument. However, since the algebraic analog of

Scheja's theorem (Korollar zu Satz 3, p. 351, [5]) on extending cohomology classes

which is vital in the proof of Theorem A cannot be proved in the same way as the

analytic case, we present what we need for the algebraic case in the following

proposition.

Proposition 4. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of dimension r in Cn and <S

is the algebraic structure-sheaf of Cn. Let 6: Cn—V-^C" be the inclusion map.

Then 6k((P) = 0fior 1 ̂ k^n-2-r and eo(0) = & ifrSn-2.

Proposition 4 can be obtained from some general theorems in the works of

Grothendieck ([2], [3]). However, for the sake of completeness, we present a

direct proof here.

In Lemmas 7 and 8 and the proof of Proposition 4 below, Q. denotes Cn and 6

denotes the algebraic structure-sheaf of C". R denotes T(fí, 0). If ß e R, then Q.Q

denotes the complement of the zero-set of ß in Q.

Lemma 7. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of Q, Q e R, and F is a coherent

algebraic sheaf on Q.Q. Suppose p is a nonnegative integer and fe R vanishes identic-

ally on V. Ifse H$(Q.Q, F), then there exists a nonnegative integer m (depending

on s), such thatfms = 0.

Proof. We are going to prove by induction on p. Let V be the set of all common

zeros of ß1;..., Qke R.

(a) The case p = 0. //F°(Q0, F) is the subset of all elements of r(QQ, F') having

supports in V. Since i = 0on ß0— Slf, by Proposition 6, p. 235 of [7], there exists

a nonnegative integer m such that/ms = 0 on Q.Q.

(b) The case p = 1, V(ilQ, F) ü> T(Q0 - V, F) U //¿(f^, JF) -> H1^, JF) = 0 is

exact. s = ß(s*) for some s* eT(LlQ—V,F). Since 0Q— V<^Q.;, by Lemma 1,

p. 247 of [7], there exists a nonnegative integer r and í e T(Q0, F) such that

s=fs* on O0 n D.f. Since s-firs* = 0 on £lQt n Q.Q n D/; by Proposition 6, p. 235

of [7], there exists a nonnegative integer qi such that fqi(s— firs*)=0 on DQl o D0.

Let ? = 1^x07».,.. .,qk). Then f " s =fi>+rs* on Qe- V,f>+rs* elm a, and/q + ri = 0.

(c) For the general case, assume/?> 1. Then HJ(Q.Q, ̂ r)xH"'1(D.Q- V, &). We

identify the two. Let £/¡ = ü0l n £!0 and U={L7j}jc=1. U covers Q.Q— V. s is repre-

sented by an element of Zp_1(ll, 3F) given by sio...ip_1 e r(Uio H---0 Uip_vF),

lú¡o, ■ ■ -, ip-i = k. By Lemma 1, p. 247 of [7], there exist a nonnegative integer r

and V..,     e r(LAQ, &) such that (ß,0 • • • Qiv_1)rsio...lp_1 = tio...lp_1 on £/,„ n • • ■
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ni/, _r By Hubert Nullstellensatz, there exist a nonnegative integer m and

gx,.V..,gkeRsuch thatfm = ^k=xgiQ\. Define «,„...,,_, £ r(i/io n ••• n t/ip_2, ¿F)

by «io-i,-«"2f-ift'Mo-<,-i(ß«o--'ß«»-2)~r- {"¡o-ip_J defines an element u of

C-a(U,^.Ont/lon..-nr/fp.1,

p-i

v = 0

= 2 (-J)v 2 ^í<„-í„-íp_1(oí„ • • &,••• ß«,.!)-
v=0 i=l

= P2f-i)viftßf*« »ii0 • • • (v • ■ • ip -1
v=0 i=i

= i^ßi 2 (-ijx-v-,-
i=l v=0

k

= z, giQ'Ao ■ ■ ■ ip -1 =/mji0---ip-i-
i = l

Hence/"*»=0.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 8. Suppose fi,.. .,fie R and fi is not a zero-divisor for £721 = 1 Rfi f°r

lúiúk, where ^¿°=y Rfi = 0. Suppose I is an ideal in R and dim I<n — k. Then

there exists fie I such that fis not a zero-divisor for £/2ï=i Rfi.

Proof. If £ = 2ï=i Rf, tnen tnere is nothing to prove. Assume £^2ï=i ^/v

Since/ is not a zero-divisor for £/2V=i Rf f°r 1 á»áfe,the height of any isolated

prime ideal of 21=i ^/ is greater than the height of some isolated prime ideal of

2l=i Rfi for 1 =i^k [22, Corollary 3, p. 214, Vol. I]. By Theorem 30, p. 240, Vol.

I of [22], the height of every isolated prime ideal of 2ï=i Rfi is equal to k. By

Theorem 20, p. 193, Vol. II of [22], dim 2if=i Rfi = n-k, because £ is simply the

polynomial ring of n algebraically independent variables over C. Let {Pa}aeA be

the set of all associated prime ideals of 2ï=i Rfi- By Theorem 26, p. 203, Vol. II

of [22], dim£a = n-iV for all a. Hence /££„ for aeA. I<t{JaeAPa [22, p. 215,

Vol. I]. Any element / of /— Uae.4 Pa satisfies the requirement [22, Corollary 3,

p. 214, Vol. I]    Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. First we prove the following :

If/i> • • -,fik,fie R and/is not a zero-divisor

(15)       for £/2?=i Rfiv, then the sheaf-homomorphism q>: 9 -> 9 defined

by multiplication by/is injective, where ^ = c">/2¡?=i ®fv

To prove (15), take arbitrarily QeR. Suppose j e r(iis, ^) and ¡pis) = 0. By

Lemma 1, p. 247 of [7], there exist a nonnegative integer r and s' e £(Í2, 9) such

that s' = Qrs on Q.Q. q>is') = 0 on 0Q. By Proposition 6, p. 235 of [7], there exists a

nonnegative integer m such that <piQms')= g>(j') = 0 on Í2. Since HH&, 2ï=i 0/v)

= 0 [7, Corollary 1, p. 239], Qms' is the image of some s* e R under the quotient

map  0^9.   Let a: &k-+Hk=y@fi be defined  by «(0,..., 0, I, 0,..., 0)=/,

where 1 is in the vth place. Since HH&, Ker a)=0, fis* = J,k=ygvfv for some
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gi, ■ ■ -, gke R. Since / is not a zero-divisor for Rfèk=iRfv, J* = 2v = iwv/v for

some hx,.. .,hke R. Qms'=0 on Q, and 5 = 0 on Q0. (15) is proved.

Fix arbitrarily Qe R. Let / be the ideal of R associated to V. For 0 ̂  k = n — r,

consider

If/i,.. .,/fc e / and/ is not a zero-divisor for /?/21 = i -K/v for

(16)k l g i g it (where 2°-i Rfi = 0), then //¿(Qq, 0k) = 0 for

0 ^ /> < n-k-r, where 0k = 0/2*= ». 0/v and 0O = 0.

We are going to prove (16)k by descending induction on k. (16)„_r is vacuous. To

prove the general case, assume 0 ̂  k < n — r. Suppose there exists a nonzero element

s in H?(Q.Q,tVk) for some 0^p<n — k — r. Since dim V=r, dim I=r<n—k. By

Lemma 8, there exists fei such that/is not a zero-divisor for F/2v = i Rfi- By

Lemma 7, there exists a nonnegative integer m such ihatfms = 0. Let fik+1=fm.

By (15) 0 -*■ 0k -^> 0k -»■ 0k + x -*- 0 is exact, where 99 is defined by multiplication

by/k + 1and0k+1 = 0/2ï=î0/v.

^^(Qo, 0fc + 1) —► //V"(ÜQ, 0„) -^* //£(QQ, 0k)

is exact, where //f ^Qq, 0k + 1) = O. By (16)k + 1, //^_1(Q0, 0k+1) = O. Hence 9 is

injective. fms = cp(s)±0. Contradiction. (16)k is true for 0?¿k = n — r.

The proposition follows from (16)0.   Q.E.D.

In (a), (j8), (y) and (8) below, we suppose the following: F is a ring. A is a subring

of B. B is A-ñat as an /4-module (Definition 3, p. 34, [8]). M is an ^-module. N

and N' are ,4-submodules of M. Canonically isomorphic modules are identified.

(a) N ®A B can be regarded canonically as a ß-submodule of M <giA B and

(MIN) ®AB=(M ®A B)I(N®A B).
(a) follows from tensoring the exact sequence 0-> Af-> M-s-M//V->0 with

B over A.

OS) (NnN') ®A B=(N®A B) n (A7' <g>¿ 5).

Let <p: M-> M/A7 and <p' : M -> M/A7' be the quotient maps and define cp: M->

(M//Y) © (M/A') by cp(f)=cp(f) © <p'(/"). By tensoring the exact sequence 0 -»- A7

n N' -> M -^> (M/N) © (M/N') with ß over /I, we obtain the exact sequence

0-KArnA7')®¿5^M®¿.B^[(M/A0©(M/Ar')]<guF. By (a), [(M/AO ©

(M/A)]<8>A-ß=[(M®A5)/(/Y®yl5)]©[(M®/1Ä)/(A7'^Jß)]. On the other

hand, the kernel of M ®A 5 -> [(M ®A 5)/(ZV (g>¿ 5)] © [(M ®A B)/(N' ®A B)] is

(N ®A B) n (/Y' ®¿ 5). ((8) follows.

(y) [(*■/)*] ®a 5=[(A7 ®A 5) :/WxB.

Consider the exact sequence 0 -* (N:f)M -*■ M -2» M/A7, where 9 is the composite

of the quotient map M -»> M/A7 and the map M^- M defined by multiplication by

/. Tensoring it with B over A yields the exact sequence 0 -*■ [(N:f)M] <g)AB^

M®AB-> (M/N) ®A B. By (a), (M/N) ®AB=(M ®A B)/(N ®A B). On the other

hand, the kernel of M ®A B -> (M ®A B)/(N®A B) is ([N®AB]:f)M®AB. (y)

follows.
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(S) If / is a finitely generated ideal in A, then

[(N:I)u]<g)ÁB = ([N®AB]:[I®AB])mAB.

Suppose I=lUAfi (N:I)M = r\UyiN:f)M and ([N ®AB]:[I ®AB])mAB

= f|r-i (W®a B]:fi)M®AB- (8) follows from iß) and (y).

Proposition 5. Suppose A is a Noetherian subring of a Noetherian ring B and

B is A-flat as an A-module. Suppose I is an ideal in A and N is an A-submodule of a

finitely generated A-module M. Then

[Ü (N:Ik)M] ®AB= U ([N®aB]:[I®aB]«)m9aB.
lk = l J k = l

Proof. (iV:/)Mc(/v-:/2)Mc ... <=(#:/%= ... and

i[N®A B]:[I®A B])m9aB c i[N®A B]:[I®A Bf)M®AB c...

<=([N®aB]:[I®aB]«)m0aB^---

are both eventually stationary, because M is finitely generated over the Noetherian

ring A and M ®A B is finitely generated over the Noetherian ring £. For some

/fcl,U?-i 0V:£0m = 0V:£)m and

Ü ([tf®A*]:[/®A2r]%»,B = ([N®aB]:[I®aBY)m9áB.
fc=i

The lemma follows from (8).   Q.E.D.

In (e), it) and (77) below, we assume the following: 04, £) is a flat couple of local

rings [8, Definition 4, p. 36]. M is an .4-module. 1Ü=M®AB. Since the natural

map M-> A? is injective [8, Proposition 22, p. 36], M is identified canonically as

a subset of M.

(«) If/e A is not a zero-divisor for M, then/is not a zero-divisor for M.

Since the homomorphism M -> M defined by multiplication by/is injective and

B is A-ñat, the homomorphism A?-* A? defined by multiplication by/is injective.

(e) follows.

(0 If / is an ideal in A, then (/A/) n M=IM.

il) is the consequence of iM/IM) ®A B=M/IM and the injectivity of the canoni-

cal homomorphism M/IM ^ iM/IM) ®A B [8, Proposition 22, p. 36].

0*7) If fi,.. .,fi are in the intersection of the maximal ideal of A and B and

fi, - ■ -,fik form an M-sequence [4, p. 94], then fi,.. .,fi form an M-sequence.

For lúiúk,fi is not a zero-divisor for M/J^'^fiM. By (e),/ is not a zero-

divisor for (M/2'v=i/vM) ®A £=M/2'v=i/vA? for 1 £i¿k. (t?) follows.

Proposition 6. Suppose 04, m) anrf (£, n) are local rings such that iA, B) is a

flat couple and mB=n. If M is a finitely generated A-module and M=M ®AB,

then codh,4 A?=codhB M.

Proof. Let codhA M=k. Let fi,...,fk be an Af-sequence. (In the case k = 0,

fy,...,fi is just the empty sequence and the argument that follows applies also to

this case.) By ir),fi,.. .,fi is an A?-sequence. We need only prove that/1; ...,f„

is a maximal M-sequence.
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Since fix,.. .,fk is a maximal M-sequence, every element of m is a zero-divisor

for M/2*=i/vM. m is an associated prime ideal of the ^l-submodule 2ï=i/V'F of

the ^-module M. There exist g e M and a natural number r such that g $ 2£= i /v-W

and mrgc2*=1/vM. By (Q, g £ 2ï=i/vM. Since n=m£, nrgc2*=»/vM. Hence

n is an associated prime ideal of the 5-submodule J,k=1fiM of the F-module M.

Every element of n is a zero-divisor for M/2*=i/vM. /i,...,/k is a maximal

M-sequence.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 7. Suppose X is a complex algebraic space, V is an algebraic sub-

variety of X, and ¡F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on X. Then the canonical homo-

morphism ^(^)h -* Jfv°(Fh) is an isomorphism.

Proof. It is clear from the definitions that Jfv°(Fr) = 0[V]^ and ^(F")

= 0[V]<?K

Let 0 be the algebraic structure-sheaf of X and 3f be the associated analytic

structure-sheaf. Let J be the algebraic ideal-sheaf of V. Then Jh is the analytic

ideal-sheaf of V [8, Proposition 4, p. 10]. By [10, Theorem 1, p. 376], 0[F>»

= Uk=i (0:(Jhy)pK Analogously it can be proved that 0[V]^ = (Jka=1(0:^k)?.

For every xe X, (&x, 3fx) is a flat couple [8, Corollary 1, p. 11]. The proposition

follows from Proposition 5.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem B. Let 0 be the algebraic structure-sheaf of X and let JF be

the associated analytic structure-sheaf. Since (<SX, 2fx) is a flat couple for every

xe X, Sk(F\X- V) = SkLFh\X- V) for every k^O by Proposition 6. Hence the

equivalence of the coherence of ¿P°(.F),..., 3tf$+1(^") and the coherence of

JTv°(Fh),.. .,JTvq+1(Frh) follows from Theorems A and A'.

Suppose we have the coherence of either ¿fv°(F), ...,JTxq + \F) or ¿t°$(Fh),...,

3fvq + 1(^'h) (and hence the coherence of all). We are going to prove the bijectivity

of ¿ffi&T-»■ Aievk(^rh) for0 = k^q+l by induction on k. The case k = 0 follows

from Proposition 7. For the general case fix 0<k^q+1.

Let Jir = 0[V]jr and 6: X-V-> X be the inclusion map. Since SuppJfcK,

B,(jf)=0 for / ̂  0. Hence Hv(Jf) ss Coker (Jf -* 0„PO)=0 and Hv(Af) a 6t _ ».(¿f)

=0 for />1. The exact sequence stf&AT) -> 3fw(F) -> Afy^/Jf) -> 3ß$ + \X)

implies that Jfv(F) x Jty^/Jf) for I ̂  1. Likewise we haweAífy^^xJfy^/Jff)

for /gï 1. Hence, by replacing F by F/Jf, we can assume that O[V]& = 0.

We can assume that X is an algebraic subspace of some CN. Choose fie T(X, 0)

such that (i) / vanishes identically on V and (ii) for any / = 0, f does not vanish

identically on any branch of Supp 0Uiy not contained in V. Let cp: F -+¿F be

defined by multiplication by/ Ker 95 = 0 on X— V (algebraic analog of Lemma 3).

Since O[V]p=0, Ker 93=0 on X.

Let ß be an arbitrary relatively compact open subset of X. Since #?$(&) and

3^yk(^h) are coherent and / vanishes identically on their supports, there exists a

natural number m such thatfmAfvk(ßr)=0 on X andfm3fvkLFh)=0 on Q.
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Let i/i = <p o ■ ■ ■ o ¡p im times). Let 9 = Coker >fi. Then

Sl + qi$\X-V)<= Sl+q + 1iF\X-V).

Hence 3ftTy°i9),..., 3^{9) and 3ftC^(9h),..., 3ftpvH9h) are coherent by Theorems A

and A'.

The exact sequence O^^-^-^-^^-^O yields the following commutative

diagram with exact rows :

x$ - \yf —> jek - H&Y —► *e$i&f

ß

+i x$i&Y

tfk - i(jrft) —y #k -1(9^ —> jeki^h) —U 3^kiFh).

Imi/'i=0 on * and Imi/>2 = 0 on g. By induction hypothesis, a and ß are iso-

morphisms. Hence y is isomorphic on g. The induction process is complete,

because g is arbitrary.   Q.E.D.

Finally, we give an interesting relation between the Ext functor and direct

images in a very special case (Proposition 8 below).

Lemma 9. Suppose R is a ring, F is an R-module, and

9« 9<i-i
£p« + i > £p-——>•

is an exact sequence. Suppose

9i 9o
—■> £"i > £"o + F- ^0

9-1 9* 9Î
0 > R*o —O-* R"i --Li- 9i-i

R"o
9?

>£"*+!

is obtained by applying the junctor Horn B ( •, £) to

£p„ + 1.
9«?

±RP
9«-i 9i 9o

—-> £pi > £po -►0.

£nen Extg (£, £)XKer <pjf/Im <p£_yfior0 = k^q.

Proof. Fix O^k^q. We are going to prove Ext£ (£, £)s;Ker 9*/Imç>î_1 by

induction on k. The case k = 0 follows from the left-exactness of the functor

Horn« (•,£).

Let G=Imç>o. The following commutative diagram has exact rows and exact

columns :

0

Î
0 —> G —>Rpo —> £—> 0

J9o
£"i = Rpi

jVi
£"2.
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By applying the functor HomB (•, R), we obtain the following commutative dia-

gram with exact rows and exact columns :

0 = Ext¿ (Rpo, R) <— Ext¿ (F, R) <— Horn« (G, R) <— Rp«

I I
R'l       =       RPi

<Po

RP2.

We see readily that Ext¿ (F, R)xK.er cp*/lm cp*. The case k= 1 is proved.

For the general case, assume k> 1. The exact sequence 0^G->Rpo-^F^0

yields the exact sequence 0 = Ext*.-1 (Rp<>, R) -> Ext*f% (G, R) -> Ext*; (F, R) ->■

Ext*¡ (Rp°, R)=0. By induction hypothesis, Ext*.-1 (G, R)xKer cpfi/Im ?*_].. Hence

the general case follows.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 8. Suppose G is an open subset ofCn, V is an analytic subvariety of

dimension r in G, and 6: G—V^-G is the inclusion map. Suppose F is a coherent

analytic sheaf on G such that SF is locally free on G—V. Then OkÇF\G—V)

xExt^, (Horn^ (F, Jf)) for 0^k^n-r-2, where Jf is the analytic structure-

sheaf of Cn.

Proof. Fix 0 = kún-r-2. We are going to prove that 6k(F\G-V)x

Ext**, (HonbHJ*', AT)). Let â?=Honbr (F, 3f) and tS* = UomJf ('S, 3f). Since the

problem is local in nature, we can assume that we have the following exact sequence

on G:

cpx 9>o e
—rr-^ jepo ——■» Ff po-». <s-> o.

By applying the functor Hom^ ( •, Ff), we obtain

(17)

E* <p* cpf
0-> 'S*-> 3fpo —12-^. jfrx ——

•Pn-r-2       „„              "Pn-r-l     ^,.„
-> 3?Pn-r- 1 -> jf ¡>n-

Since F is locally free on G - V, (17) is exact on G-V and Fx'S* on G-V.

The following commutative diagram with exact rows

0 —► 60(<S*\G- V) —► e0(Jf'o\G- V) —► e0(Afpi\G- V)

11 <p*

¿e*o-—-> jepi
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implies that 90iF\G- V)xKer<p$. Hence the case k=0 follows from Lemma 9.

For the general case, assume 0<k^n — r — 2. The exact sequence 0-»Ker«p*

-> jsT'W Ker <p*+ y -> 0 on G - V yields the exact sequence 0 = 6k_ „ _xilftf»*\G-V)

-* 6k_v_yiKcr <p*+1\G- V) -> 0fc_v(Ker <p*\G- V) -* 6k_viJTp*\G- V)=0 for O^v

^k-2.HencedkiF\G-V)xeki9*\G-V)xekiKer<p*\G-V)x6k_yiKcr<p*\G-V)

x---xdyiKer<p*_y\G-V).

Since the following commutative diagram has exact rows and exact columns on

G-V

0

0-> Ker cp*_y->3fp*-1->Ker <p%-> 0

«* Y- «*

^Ker<pf+1 ■/'**

0

the first and third rows and the columns of the following commutative diagram are

exact

0

0o(Jf »* -11G - V)-► 0o(Ker <&\G-V)-> Ö^Ker <p£_ y \ G - V)

<Pk-i

+ 6yiJtfp<c-i\G-V) = 0

Vk
e0i3ftfpk-i\G- v)       > öqP^Hg- F)       > 0o(jrp)c+1G-V)

0-> 0o(Ker <?t+11G - V)-> 0oi¿rp«+ i\G-V).

Hence ö0(Ker <p£|G— F)s;Ker <pfc, Im a s; Im (pfc_i, and

fli(Ker 9»jf_ 11G - F) « öo(Ker <pf\G- V)/lm <x.

Since 6»0(^rpv|G- V)x3ftfp^ for v=fc-1, fc, k+l, we have <pv=ç>* for v=k-1, A;.

Therefore 0fcOF \G-V)x Ö^Ker <p£_ x | G - K) s Ker çsjlm ?fc _ x = Ker pj/lm <p£_ x.

By Lemma 9, Ker <p£/Im ç£_ ! X Exi%, (S?, ¿ft?) = Ext*^ (Hom^ iF, 3ftC), 3ft?). Q.E.D.

After the submission of this paper, I learned that G. Trautmann simultaneously

and independently had also obtained the equivalence of (i) and (iii) of Theorem A

in Invent. Math. 8 (1969), 143-174.
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